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Jeffrey Lynn To Arrive
On Campus April 30;
Play To Open May H
Jeffrey Lynn, star of the
Broadway stage slated to appear in "Macbeth" May 14
through 17, is scheduled to
arrive on campus Wednesday,
April 30. Lynn, as a guest
■tar. will play the lead in the Shakesperian drama.
Arriving by plane from New
York. Lynn will he met by Dr.
Lee F. Miesle. director of the play,
at the Toledo Express Airport.
During his stay at the University,
Jeffrey Lynn will be a guest at
the University Union.
Upon his arrival, rehearsals for
the play will go into high gear.
Prior to Lynn's appearance the
rest of the cast, all University
students, will have completed all
the necessary preparations, said
Dr. Miesle. These preparations
have included designing and making more than 50 costumes under
the direction of Miss Barbara
Wood.
graduate
assistant
in
Speech. Miss Nancy Godwin, graduate assistant, mr.de armor.
Horn in Auburn, Mass., Lynn
began his professional career in
summer stock at the Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va. Followed by
several years of small parts on
Broadway and on the road, with
"eating money" coming from such
jobs as movie house barker and department store clerk, Lynn climbed to stardom playing leads in
such productions as: "Mister Roberts." "The Moon is Blue." and
"Teahouse of the August Moon."
During these past few weeks of
rehearsal, George Dunster and
Jim Kodgers have understudied
the role of Macbeth in preparation for Lynn's appearance. The
scenes are set. said Dr. Meisle,
and waiting. Wanda Chynowcth,
as I-ady Macbeth, the wicked woman pushing her husband to fame
and death, will play opposite Mr.
Lynn. Duncan, the fair, kind king
whose death is plotted by I-ady
Macbeth, will be portrayed by
Ronald Mainous. MacDuff, the avenger of Macbeth, will be played
by Max Schindler. Malcom, Dun
can's son and eventual king, will
be played by Lee Wagner.
Others in the cast arc: David
Granger, Rex McGraw, David
Riggs, Jim Rodgcrs, Jon Nicodemus, Michael Pheneger, Elizabeth
Roof, Rosemary Westfall, Ronald
Gibson, James Dotterer, Lewis
Bove, Frank Glann, Raymond
Marvin, Dale Nedelco, Lloyd Reynolds, Ronald O'Leary, Cary Rccktenwald, Neil Staten.
Kenneth Japp, Joseph Cloutier,
Gerald Elder, Albert Ronke, Gene
Bowman, Gary Lee Schommer, Audeen Matiscik, Patricia Beloff,
Judith Lisy, Margaret Faze, Andrea Householder, Louise Gerlach,
San Merrick, Luanne Johnson, and
Barbara Gaines.
Tickets for the production will
be available in the Gate Theatre
box office, Thursday, May 8. Students are urged to get their tickets early.
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NEWS Wins Top Award In Annual
Ohio College Newspaper Competition
ly HARRIET PETERS

The B-G NEWS was judged the outstanding Ohio college
daily newspaper at the thirty-second annual convention of
the Ohio College Newspaper Association in Springfield last
weekend. The Daily Krnt Stater won second place, and Ohio '
University Post placed third. The award wan accepted for The
NEWS by Jeff Osoff, editor-in-chief.

Final One-Acts
Set For Friday
The Laboratory Theatre will present the last bill of one-act plays
for the season Friday, May 2, in
the Gate Theatre at 7 :30 p.m. Two
plays, "Miss Marlowe at Play" and
"The Sheriff," will be presented
at this time. Directed by students,
these plays are part of a class requirement, stated Lee F. Miesle,
director of the University Theatre.
"Miss Marlowe at Play," a witty
comedy written by A. A. Milne,
will be directed by Sandra Spersel.
Nancy llolloway will star as Miss
Clarissa Marlowe, a popular and
beautiful actress who outwits Ambrose, H dignified and stuffy gentleman, played by Wayne Ward.
It seems that Ambrose believes that
his son is in love with Miss Marlowe and comes to right the injustice being done. Ethel, Miss
Marlowe's unemotional secretary,
played by Gay Baldwin and Joe,
Miss Marlowe's husband, played
by Jerome Bruns combined with a
loose doorknob that keeps falling
off lead to a very funny and
unusual end.
Written by James W. Arnold,
"The Sheriff," will be directed by
Erie Ellis. This play evolves around
three characters: the sheriff John
Nolan, an ex-army man and a fast
gun plyed by Alan Wainio; Ann
Mitchell, the fiancee of the man the
sheriff killed, played by Judy
Kern, and Pete, a Mexican who is
a drunkard and cx-prieat, played
by Louis Mattachionc. This drama
of a western sheriff who must
face a dangerous gunman builds up
as the town's people turn against
him and he faces the brother of the
slain man.
Others in the cast arc: Raymond
Sindyla,
Peter
Robinette and
Michael Holian.
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NEWS Now In Union
Starting with this Issue, copies
of the MEWS will be placed on lbs
Information Desk In the University
Union lobby. This is In addition to
the regular stacks placed In the
Well, which will continue.

Housing Office Taking
Summer Room Forms
Students who plan to attend
summer school should apply for
housing immediately at the Housing Office, announced Raymond
Whittaker, director of residence
services.
Those students who haven't applied for a room for next year
should do so by May 15 to insure
on-campus housing, Mr. Whittaker
added.
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This is the second time that
*^e NEWS has won the rotating

engraved trophy; the first time

being in 1953 under the editorship

3 rr
Following•* Auto Crash °'
* » !°"» Fro,™°.r John
E. Stompcl, Indiana University,

Photo by Holler
IETF OSOFF. NEWS Edllor In -Chief, accepts the trophy (or the Outstanding
Ohio College Dally Newspaper from Prof. Russell N. Balrd. executive secretary of
OCNA. The pre ten la Hon was made at the convention banquet In the ballroom
of the Shawns* Hotel. Springfield. Okie.

World Views
MONTEVIDE, URUGUAY—Vice President Richard M. Nixon arrived in Uruguay Monday to begin an eight-nation South American
good-will tour.
Uruguayan officials and the general public were prepared to give
the vice-president a warm welcome on the first official stop of his 19day trip. But the extremists in this extremely democratic country may
seek to hurl verbal brickbats at him.
LONDON—Yoyal Air Force jet fighters repressed the attack Mon
day against rebel tribesmen who besieged a British fort in Aden protectorate on the dusty southwestern tip of the Arabian peninsula.
The siege reportedly was lifted at dusk Sunday when a column
of protectorate troops arrived at the fort in Assarir, eight miles south
of the disputed border with Yemen.
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.—Enthusiasm mounted at the U.N. Monday over the possibility that the U.S. proposal for international inspect
ion of the northern Arctic might provide the first breakthrough in the
12f-year disarmament stalemate.
The U.S. resolution, which probably will be co-sponsored by
Canada, calls for immediate east-west talks on technical arrangements
to govern the polar "open skies" plan.
Tuesday's council session, called by the U.S., will reveal whether
the Soviets are honestly concerned over the dangers of American
nuclear bombers flying in the Arctic.

SAE, Xi Win Carnival Trophies

CHRIS CONNER. noted ion vocalist.
was featured along with the band ol
Dan Belloc at "The Grecian Holiday
Done*" last Saturday night An e.limated 1.600 persons attended the dance
which brought lbs thirteenth annual
Greek Week to a close.

,

University Student UieS

EAST BERLIN—Adamant opposition to a free, un-supervised election «.- a means of effecting the reunification of Germany was voiced
Monday by German Communist chief Walter Ulbricht.
Ulbricht closed the door on a possible free vote by stipulating that
West Germany must resign from NATO as a prior condition. This was
advanced in the course of a 90-minute talk with William Randolph
Hearst Jr., editor-in-chief of the Hearst Newspapers, and his national
editor, Frank Conniff.
Complied from the wkes ol The International News Service

Spring Weekend
Begins May 23
Spring Weekend for 19B8 will
be held May 23 through 25, announced Neil Staten, general
chairman of the weekend. Friday
night. May 23, will feature a concert by a big-name singing group.
Saturday morning time will be
set aside for the building the gigantic floats for the parade which
will take place in the afternoon.
The Spirit and Traditions Board
with Anita Luyk as chairman are
in charge of this event.
The annual UA Prom will be
held Saturday night featuring a
big-name band and presentation
of the queen and her attendants.
The junior class under it» president, Don Katz, is in charge of
the Friday night entertainment
and the dance.
May 25, Sunday, has been designated as Honor* Day. This occasion is being planned by the
Honors and Awards Committee,
along with Dr. Ralph G. Harshman, chairman of Honors Day.
Members of Phi Eta Sigma, national freshmen honor society, will
usher. Winners from the IFC Sing
and May Sing will sing the winning alma mater for this year.
The committee for the entire
weekend include Staten, Eloise
Whitwer, Sandy Barker, and Jim
Steidtman.

No. 43

Alpha Xi Delta and Sigma Epsilon were presented trophies for
the outstanding booth at the
Greek Week Carnival Friday
night, according to Gaylc Meyer
and Bob Greenberg, co-chairmen
for the event The booth, entitled
"Fireman's Frolic," was based on
the participant dousing a row of
lighted candles with a squirt gun.
Larry Coffman, representing Chi
Omega and Theta Chi, received
the individual trophy for the winner of the barker contest.
Kappa Delta and Delta Upsilon
took second place with a booth
based on a "Ring The Warden"
theme; and honorable mention
went to Alpha Phi and Phi Delta
Theta for their "Hawaiian" booth,
and Alpha Chi Omega and Kappa
Sigma for "Omar's Oasis."
Second place in the barker contest went to Alpha Tau Omega
and Alpha Gamma Delta; and
third place to Alpha Chi Omega
and Kappa Sigma.
Judges for the barker contest
were: Dr. Maurice Mandell, associate professor of business administration; Howard Shine, graduate assistant in speech; and
Ken Krouse, director of alumni
affairs. Miss Florence Baird, associate professor of foreign language; Carl Hall, instructor in
art; and Harmon Voskuil, associate professor of economics, judged the outstanding booths.
Most popular booths at the earnival according to Greenberg,
were the "Dip The Miss," ATOAlpha Gam, "Speak Easy" Gamnut Phi and Kappa Sig "Smash
Miami."
Standards used to judge the
booths were: originality or adap-

tation of theme, general appearance, follow-through of theme,
quality of construction, design,
neatness, popularity with crowd,
handling of crowd, and prisesoriginality and continuity with
theme.
A special events committee, under the chairmanship of Dorothy
Tucker, were in charge of barkers
and the selling of Greek Week
Carnival balloons. The members of
the Varsity Club sold pop, hot
dogs, ice cream, popcorn and cotton candy.
The proceeds of the Carnival,
will go to the University Foundation Fund.

A L':I-vein old University student died Sunday at 5:10 a.m. in
Wood County Hospital, where he
had been taken after he was found
seriously injured in the wreckage
of his automobile about four hours
earlier on the Wood-Henry county Line Rd. in Wood County.
Area farmers found James L.
Howscr, an employee of l.ihbey
Owens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo,
and a University freshman in the
College of Business Administration, in his wrecked enr at 1:15
a.m. Patrolmnn T. L. Daley, of the
Findlay State Highway Patrol
Post, said Bowser apparently
went through the dead end of a
"T" intersection a mile north of
State Rt. 281.
Bowser
was
riding
alone,
and it is not known how long he
WHS in the wreckage before being
discovered.
A native of North Baltimore,
Bowser was born October 2,
1934, to Mr. and Mrs. Bemie Bowser, who reside on the Winkston
Rd., R 1, Weston. He entered the
U.S. Air Force in 1953 and served
four years.
Surviving besides his parents
are five brothers, Gerald, of North
Baltimore; Vincent, of Woodvillc;
Kenneth, of Port Huron, Mich.;
Richard, stationed with the U.S.
Army at Ft. Knox, Ky.; and William, of Weston; and four sisters,
Mrs. Don Shepherd, of McClure;
Mrs. William Francisco, of Port
Huron, Mich.; Mrs. Richard Lehman, of Weston; and Mrs. John
Kale, of Rudolph.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the Loomis Funeral Home, Weston. Burial
will be In Maple Wood Cemetery,
North Baltimore.

Entry Laps Set
For Bike Race
"Registration" laps are being run
all this week for the Delta Upsilon
Bike Race to be held Saturday,
April 26.Larry Varnadoe and Jack
Furnas, co-chairmen for the event,
announced that these laps are run
from 3 to 5 p.m. daily. Every man
who is expecting to ride in the
race must ride one lap to register
for the affair.
Ruling over the entire day's proceedings will be a sorority woman
who will be elected queen of the
event by Delta Upsilon. Sunday a
tea was held for candidates of each
sorority when three finalists were
chosen. Later this week the final
vote will be taken .Saturday morning, the fraternity will treat the
winning girl and her sorority to
a surprise breakfast at her house.
Following- the breakfast, the bike
race will commence.

Photo by Lawless
THE EG ARMORY was the scene of the tint annual Greek Weak Carnival
held last Friday evening at which tfane eororiaes and fraternities lolned to construct booths. The above booth, ball! by Phi lappa Tan and Phi Ma. called
"Dip a Mis.." Is typical of the 12 booths termed to make money for the University Foundation.

was the judge of this year's contest for the daily class. I,ast year's
winner was The Ohio .S'tnfr lantern.
The NEWS also won seven other
awards. Some of the colleges competing with the NEWS in the daily class, papers published twice
u week or more, were: Ohio State,
Miami, Ohio University, Kent, Cincinnati, and Akron.

KNISKERN
Ken Kjoller, NEWS photo editor, won a second place in the bcBt
picture story category, with "Behind the Scenes of "Present Laughter," and tied for third place in
the best sports photograph contest with "Bowling Green's Harold." Ted Thomas, NEWS advertising manager, won a third place
award in the beat advertisement
contest with his layout for Broeke's
Pizza.
The NEWS won third place for
the best public service campaign
for its news and editorial support
for a College of Engineering at
the University. Osoff won two
honorable mentions for his editorials on "Ineptness" and "Incongruity." Raymond Dangel, NEWS
circulation manager, also won honorable mention for his feature
story, "Valentine's Day Began
With Making of Birds." The
NEWS also received an honorable
mention in the best educational
service category for numerous articles explaining the work of the
University committees.
Donald C. Peterson, instructor
in Journalism and NEWS adviser,
and William A. Fisher, adviser of
The Daily Kent Stater, were chosen as next year's advisers to
OCNA.
The awards were presented to
the member schools by Professor
Russell N. Baird, executive secretary of OCNA, at a banquet
held Saturday night in the grand
ballroom of the Hotel Shawnee.
Featured speaker was Maynard
Kniskern, editor of the S/mngfield
Sun,
During the convention "numerous panel discussions relating to
various phases of newspaper operation were held. Osoff was a member of a panel entitled "News
Writing and Editorial Policy for
Dailies and Semi-weeklies." Other
panels discussed topics of national
advertising problems, news writing and coverage, photography, editorial staff organization, business
staff organization, circulation problems, problems of the advisers,
typography and page make-up,
sports pages, and local advertising,
Al Pikora, editor of the Ohio
Univenity Pott, presided over the
convention as president of OCNA.
Helen MeNamara, College of Mt.
St. Joseph, was vice-president.
Officers for next year's OCNA
and the site for next year's convention were chosen at a business
meeting of all official delegate*,
two from each school. Mike Kaiser, editor of The Jumbar of Yonng(Continued on page 2)

Editorially Speaking
Censorship Vs Responsibility
The lack of full freedom of the college prase was clearly
epitomized this past weekend at the Ohio College Newspaper
Association convention with the airing of the fact by several
member schools that censorship was inherent throughout
their publications.
This, in our opinion, is not only a severe slap at the intelligence and responsibility of the college press, but a definite
barrier to the journalism profession as a whole. For from the
college press will come the future journalists of our coantry.
Yet, the problem of censorship in our colleges today is a
much deeper problem than the "blue penciling" or the withholding or suppressing of information. For with such actions
the college editor is seriously hampered from exercising the
"true" rijrht of journalism; to gather, interpret and evaluate
the news.
It is our belief that too many college administrators today
believe the college press is nothing but a mere toy and a laboratory to practice journalism. This is a grevious misconception
and unless these erronious impressions can be erased it will
be impossible for the college press to carry out the full responsibility assigned to it. Namely, to objectively inform and
evaluate.
It would be foolish to think that everything is perfect
within a University. In this respect censorship only accomplishes one goal: further antagonism. The college newspapers are responsible to the students and unless they can be
"fully" responsible to interpret and report the actions of the
day then there is little or no use in their continued publication.
We at the NEWS are thankful that our administration
realizes these facts and enables us to publish a newspaper free
from dictatorship and censorship. We further cherish the fact
that the full burden of responsibility rests on our shoulders
rather than on the "blue pencil" of an adviser. We hope that
the time will come when every college and university will share
these same equal privileges.

Our Sympathy
The staff of the B-G NEWS extends its deepest sympathy
to the parents and friends of the late James Bowser, who died
Sunday in Wood County Hospital following an automobile
accident.

Various Activities Are Scheduled
For Numerous Faculty Members
RUS TO SPEAK
Dr. Loula C. RUB, instructor of
English, has agreed to give a brief
outline of the English language
courses taught at Bowling Green
to members of the English Section of the Ohio College Association.
This wus decided when at the
past two meetings there has been
a later informal afternoon session
at which courses in English linquistics were discussed.
The group at that time discussed possibilities of having some
actual courses of various colleges
described.
Dr. Rus was among three professors volunteering to describe
their courses.
DEHH RECEIVES FELLOWSHIP
Dr. Raymond W. Derr, associate professor of journalism at the
University, is one of four candidates selected by the People's Gas
Company, Chicago, for a six-week
fellowship sponsored by that company under the college-business
program of the Foundation for
Economic Education. The assignment begins June 16.
The other throe men choaen arc
college professors from other colleges and universities.
Dr. Heir is one of approximately
100 successful candidates for the
$800 Foundation grant out of approximately 600 applicants. About
76 business and industrial firms
from all over the country are
participating in the FEE program,
and have picked one or more college faculty members to study their
particular program.
Dr. Derr and his colleagues in
Chicago will study the business
operation of the giant utility
which serves Chicago and its environs, and in addition, he will
devote a portion of his time to a
specialized approach to the company's* public relations and communications program.
LONGWORTH TO SPEAK
Prof. Donald S. Longworth, associate professor of sociology, will
speak on his specialty tonight in
Mt. Blanchard, Ohio, and Friday
night in Bloomdale, Ohio.
This evening he will address
the Hancock County Churches Association at a 6:30 dinner meeting. His subject will be "Church
and the Christian Home."
Friday evening he will speak
at the Eastern Star Mother's Day
Tea at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Longworth's
subject will be "Your Family."
HESTON ATTENDS MEET
Miss Laura Heaton, professor of
home economics will attend the
37th annual meeting of the Ohio
Dietetic Association at the Deshlor-Hilton Hotel in Columbus.
She is the professional education chairman for the Toledo Dietetic Association and one of nine
delegates representing Ohio's 900

members in the American Dietetics Association.
Key speakers at the Columbus
convention, according to the ODA
program, will be Dr. Richard Mall,
associate professor of speech, and
Dr. Melvin Sceman, associate professor of sociology at Ohio State
University.
LAKOFSKY ENTERS EXHIBITION
Two ceramic bowls by Charles
l.akofsky, associate professor of
art, were entered in the Miami
National Ceramics Exhibition at
the Lowe Gallery in Coral Gables,
Florida, this month. Lakofsky
said that one of the ceramic pieces will travel around the country
in an exhibition sponsored by the
Smithsonian Institute of Washington.
Lakofsky also has a piece
of ceramic sculpture on exhibition at the Oregon Ceramic Studio
in Portland, Oregon. "In both evhibitions," Lakofsky explained, "all works are entered by invitation only."
ODONNEL ARTICLE PUBLISHED
Dr. N. F. O'Donnell, assistant
professor of English, recently published in The Shaw Bulletin an
article called "Harmony and Discord in 'Good King Charles' ," one
of George Bernard Shaw's late
plays.
This is the third article Dr.
O'Donnell has published on Shaw.
The earlier ones were "On the
Unpleasantness of Pygmalion,"
The Shaw Bulletin, (Mar. 1964)
and "Shaw, Bunyan and Puritanism," Publications of the Modern
Language Association, (June
1967).

Cinema To Feature
Comedy, Hitchcock
On Friday and Saturday nights,
the University Social Committee
is going to present the feature
pictures,
"Strangers
On The
Train" and "Teahouse of The August Moon." "Strangers on The
Train" stars Farley Granger, Ruth
Ronan, and Robert Walker.
Alfred Hitchcock is the director
of this story of the casual meeting of two strangers on a train
which ends in a murder plot.
The second film on the double
feature bill is "Teahouse Of The
August Moon" which stars Marlon
Brando as Sakini, the Okinawan
confidence man, Machiko Kyo as
the' geisha girl, Eddie Albert as
the psychiatrist, and Glenn Ford
as the promotion - conscious Captain Fisbe.
On Friday, "Strangers On The
Train" will be shown at 7 p.m.
and "Teahouse Of The August
Moon" will start at 8:46, ending
at 10:46.
On Saturday, "Teahouse" will
start at 7 p.m. and "Strangers On
A Train" will be shown at 9:06,
ending at 10:46.

Group Screens
Award Hopefuls
Screening lists of possible candidates for academic honors prior
to each commencement, and transmitting to the President of the
University the names of students
approved by the Committee for
such honors is the main function
of the University's Honors and
Awards Committee, whose chairmaii is Wilbur J. AMI, associate
professor of Business Administration.
The three elected faculty members, serving three years, and
other members are: Ralph G.
Hiii'shman, vice-president of the
University, Eugene Dickerman,
profess"r of biology, Miss Sarah
Hanks, assistant to the Dean of
Student Affairs, Miss Mabel Drennan, associate professor of foreign languages, William P. Gowler, assistant Registrar, and Joseph
Weber, professor of chemistry.
The purpose of honors and awards recognized by the University
is to encourage and publicize unusual achievement in the following: academic achievement; personal character and service as demonstrated by unselfish conduct
of a socially commendable order;
civic contribution through example service, and activity that benefits the University community or
the local state, or national community.
In line with such purposes and
requirements, awards are directed
toward recognition of merit and
achievement. Therefore, what an
award is, is much less important
than the esteem in which it is held
and the appeal it has to students.
Particularly, a monetary evaluation of honors or their bestowal
on the basis of economic need is
to be avoided. Honor and need
are distinct and they are not to be
confused in the awarding of University honors.

OCNA
(Continued from page 1)
stown University, was chosen president; Robert Mellert, editor of
The Carroll /Vims of John Carroll
University, is the new vice-president. Next year's convention will
be held in Akron.
The .'II members of OCNA are
Akron, Ashland, Baldwin-Wallace,
Bowling Green, Capital, Case, Central State, Cincinnati, Fenn, Findlay, Heidelberg, John Carroll,
Kent State, Marietta, Miami, Mt.
St. Joseph, Muskingum, Ohio Northern, Ohio State, Ohio University, Ohio Wesleyan, Otterbein,
Our Lady of Cincinnati, Stcubenville, Toledo, Ursulinc, Western
College for Women, Western Reserve, Wittenberg, Wooster, and
Youngs town.
NEWS staff members attending
were: Osoff; Janie Dassel, managing editor; Ann Blackmar, issue
editor; Mary Larsen, society editor; Carol Croft, assistant society editor; Ken Kjoller, photo editor; Roger Smith, business manager; David Mertz, Harriet Peters,
Jacie Robson, and Donna Jean
Wharton.

Extension Courses
Scheduled At Bryan
The schedule of courses to be
offered by the Bryan Branch of
the University during the fall semester has been announced by Dr.
Ralph H. Geer, director of offcampus programs for the University.
Registration for the branch is
scheduled for Sept 10. Classes will
begin Sept 18. Each course offers
three semester hours of credit.
Courses to be offered are:
Biology 101, introduction to biology; English 101, fundamentals of
English composition; geography
101, principles of geography; history 161, western civilization (to
about 1660); and health and physical education 109, health education.
Other courses will be offered by
extension.
The first year of study offered
by Bowling Green's colleges of
liberal arts, business administration, and education are available
to students at the Bryan Branch.
Credits earned there are transferable to the main campus at Bowling
Green or to any other accredited
college or university.

BG Representatives
Attend AWS Meet
Donna Remy, Barbara Mann,
Carol McEwen, and Diana Winter
recently attended the Intercollegiate Association of Women Students Convention at the University of West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.
Theae four gave reports on the
different aspects of workshops, social life, speakers, and AWS clearing houses.
It was announced at the AWS
meeting Tuesday, April 22, that
recommendations for revisions of
the Constitution of AWS will be
sent to all residence halls and sorority houses.

H-Bomb Banning Could

-B^G^^ISL^

Hurt Western Defenses st^iSfSs
By HOWARD HANDLEMAN
(INS)—While the great
campaign to ban the H-bomb
gathers momentum in Europe, the grim warning comes from NATO that:
Without nuclear weapons
there can be no defense of Western Europe.
International News Service asked
General Lnuria Norstad's headquarters for an official answer to
the question of whether the western
powers could defend themselves
without nuclear weapons.
The reply from the high officer
to whom the series of questions
was referred was straight and
clear:
The Answer
"For Western Europe the answer
definitely is 'No.'"
"Without nuclear defenses I do
not see how we could save ourselves from obliteration."
That is the keystone of the
Norstad strategic concept.
It explains who NATO is making
its effort to provide the free
world with a defense without even
trying to match the Russians in
numbers of warplanes, submarines
and tanks.
The concept of Norstad's headquarters is thst a nuclear war
would be won or lost in the first
few days, even though the fighting might drag on for some time
after the decision was irreversablc.
This concept is not accepted universally, even within NATO. Admiral Jcrauld Wright, supreme
commander of NATO's Atlantic
forces, thinks in terms of a longer war.
A Seaborn* Landing
Tho American Marines have u
division of troops combat-loaded
right now In Virginia with the assigned mission of making a seaborne landing on a European
Beachhead 30 days after war
starts.
The Norstad belief is that the
war will have been won or lost
in the first 30 days and there is
not much dependence at shape on
Soabornc armies from across the
Atlantic.
In this Norstad differs somewhat from his predecessor, Gen.
Alfred M. Gruenther. During the
time that Gruenther was in command of NATO's forces in Europe the general's concept was of
a three phase war.
A Three Phase Concept
There would be the "Mutual
Nuclear Exchange" in the first
day or two, a second phase in
which the Naval forces would carry the brunt of the battle and
finally the third phase of infantry invasion. It was recognized
that victory could be won in any
one of these phases.
Now, according to the high officer who set forth the official concept for International News Service:
"The three phase concept no
longer is accepted completely here.
It has been changed somewhat
"We believe now that there will
be a short initial phase of a general nuclear war that will be decisive.
"After that there may be another phase, possibly divided in
time periods in which the character of the conflict will differ.
"But the first phase will be
decisive."
And according to the Norstad
concept that decision must be made
with nuclear weapons, which is
part of the reason he is willing to
accept inferiority in numbers of
submarines, airplanes and tanks.
There is nothing mysterious
about the reason for Norstad's
conviction that the west is incapable of defense without nuclear
weapons. The conviction is based
on the following harsh facts:
Massive Advantages
The Communist Bloc has a
"massive advantage in manpower."
Russia has a "massive advantage" in numbers of warplanes, submarines and tanks. The Western
democracies, accountable to the
people for what they spend, are
neither able nor willing to keep
pace with the Soviet production
of so-called conventional weapons
and at the same time match Russia in missiles and nuclear weapons.
Russia has a "massive advantage" in space. Western Europe is
cramped, its "Strategic Economy"
as vulnerable to the Russians in a
non-nuelear conflict as it was to
Hitler's overwhelming force of
planes, armor and infantry 18
years ago. Soviet war industries
are relatively invulnerable in nonnuclear war, spread as they are
from Leningrad to Vladivostok.

Norstad's headquarters admits
that the concentration of Western
European industry also makes it
a prime target for nuclear weapons
delivered either by missile or
bomber. Bat, and this is the critical difference, in a nuclear war the
West could strike back at the Soviet strategic economy, no matter
how well it was dispersed. Without
nuclear weapons it could not strike
back effectively with missiles or
with airplanes.
Old Weaponi Obsolete
World Was II type bombs are
not big enough to do the job.
World War II type bomber fleets
sre too big and vulnerable for use.
There would be prohibitive losses
involved in an effort to send massed
air fleets against industrial complexes in the vastness of Siberia.
Further, the one-ton "Blockbusters" used aginst Germany and
Japan would not be effective
enough to make risk worthwhile.
That kind of warfare is as obsolete as the Msginot Line or the
Trenches of 1918. Great bomber
fleets cannot now be sent over
long stretches of enemy country.
The B-29 "Enola Gay" set the
pattern for modern war in 1946
when it took its lonely flight to
Hiroshima with the first atomic
bomb dropped in anger.
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SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 3
Once again the makers of Marllmro Cigarettes, bless their tattooed hearts, have consented to let me use this spam, normally
intended for levity, to bring you a brief lesson in science.
They arc generous, openhnnded men, the makers of Marlboro,
hearty, ruddy, and full of the joy of living, as anyone can tell
who has sampled their wares. In Murlboru you will find no
stinting, no stinginess. Marlboro's pleasures are rich, manifold,
and bountiful. You get a lot to like with a Marlboro—filter,
flavor, flip-top box, and, in some models, power steering.
The science that we take up today is called astronomy, from
the (Ireek words oslro meaning "sore" and nomy meaning
"back". Sore bucks were the occupational disease of the early
(ireek astronomers, and no wonder! They used to spend every
blessed night lying on the damp ground and looking up at the
sky, and if there's a better way to get a sore back, I'd like to
hear about it. Especially in the moist Mediterranean area,
where Greece is generally considered to be.
Lumbago and related disorders kept nstronomy from becoming very popular until Galileo, an unemployed muleteer of
Pamplona, fashioned a homemade telesco|>e in 1924 out of
three Social Security cards and an ordinary ice oube. What
schoolboy does not know that stirring story—how Galileo
stepped up to his telescope, how he looked heavenward, how
his face filled with wonder, how he stepped back and whispered
the words heard round the world: "Let tliein cat cakel"

THEM. EAT
Well sir, you can imagine what happened then! Vtilliam
Jennings Bryan snatched Nell (iwynnc from the shadow of the
guillotine at Oslo; Chancellor Bismarck brought in four gushers
in a single afternoon; Enos Slaughter was signed by the Hanseatic League; Crete was declared off limits to Wellington's
army; and William Faulkner won the Davis Cup for his immortal I'enrod and Sam.
But after a while things calmed down and astronomers began
the staggering task of naming all the heavenly bodies. First
man to name a star was Sigafoos of Mt. Wilson, and the name
he chose was Betelgeuse, after his dear wife, Betelgeuse Sigafoos,
prom queen ut Michigan State from 1919 to 1931.
Then the Major Brothers of Yerkes Observatory named stars
after their wives, Ursa and Canis, and Wit nick of Harvard
named one after his wife, Big Dipper, and soon all the stars
were named.
Astronomers then turned to the question: is there life on
other planets? The answer was a flat, unequivocal no. Spectroscopic studies proved without a doubt that the atmosphere
on the other planets was far too harsh to permit the culture of
the fine tobaccos that go into Marlboro Cigarettes ... And who
can live without Marlboro?

This celeilial column—like the author's more earthy one*
—it brought to you by the maters of Marlboro, the titter
cigarette with the long white ath. And in all the eolar eyetem
you won't And a better unoke.

Dayton, EM Downed By Tennis Team; | Starky Stalks
Cindermen Romp Over Golden Flashes
By Bob Starkweather

Coming up with wins over Dayton and Eastern Michigan
over the weekend Bowling Green's netters pushed their record
to 5-3 for the season. The tennis squad swamped Dayton at
BG, Friday, 8-1 and then traveled to Ypsilanti where they
topped Eastern Michigan, 6-3.
On Friday the Falcons won all singles matches and two
out of three doubles. Winning the
vaulted 13 ft. The old mark is 13
single* were: Bob Colburn, Ed
ft, 5 inches.
Want, DeWayne Smith, Dick AbThis was only the Falcon's secele, Jim Scheel and Tom Crowe.
ond match of the year. In their
In doubles action Abele and
opening match they lost to Miami.
Crowe topped Joe Ponce and Tom
Their match which was scheduled
Zinc, 6-0 and default. In the secagainst Western Michigan had to
ond doubles match Scheel and
be cancelled last week because of
('row dumped Fred Ponce and
bad weather.
Manuel Cadiz, 6-2. 6-3. Dayton's
The freshman trackmen opened
only win was by Mike Dinnin and
their dual meet season with % deJoe Scharf over Jerry Mctionugle
cisive 92 to-64*s victory over the
and Jim Bergcr, 6-4, 7-6.
Xent frosh last Saturday.
At EM Wahl, Smith, Abele and
Winning two firsts apiece for
Crowe came up with singles wins.
the yearlings were: Mel Turner,
Losing tho two singles matches
mile and two mile; Angelo Camiwere Scheel and Colburn.
sione, 100 and 200 yd. dashes; and
Teaming up to win doubles
Roger Miller, broad jump and dismatches were Smith-Wahl and cus. Other firsts were turned in
Schecl-Crowe Smith and Wahl so
by Bob Reublin in the shot put;
far this season have teamed up Jack Englc, 880 yd. run; Ron Heto win seven of their eight doubles
ximcr, high jump; and Ken Campmatches. Smith is undefeated In
bell, pole vault. Both the 880 yd.
singles competition.
and mile relay teams also took
Wednesday afternoon the Fal- firsts.
con netters take on a strong Ohio
State University squad. The match
is scheduled to get under way at
3 p.m. on the Falcon courts.
Taking twelve firsts out of
fourteen events Howling Green's
track squad romped to an easy
98 Vi-48 to win over Kent State
University Saturday on the Falcon
Three players from the Midtrack.
American Conference and 11 from
Ohio colleges were drafted by the
Ernie Malzahn paced the Falprofessional basketballers at the
con cindermen as he came up
1958 meeting of the NBA at Dewith three firsts, was the lead man
troit last week.
in the winning 880 yd. relay team
and took third in the high jump.
Jerry Lucas, the most publicized
He compiled a total of 18 points
high school player in the state,
for Uie day.
was claimed by the Cincinnati
One record fell during the day
Royals on their territorial rights.
as Carroll Rine threw the discus
This regulation gives each team
150 ft, 1% inches to eclipse Stan
the right to draft any player within
Webera old mark of 116 ft. set a 50-mile radius of that city.
in 1949.
Cincinnati also draftod five Ohio
Bob Ramlow came close to setcollege players including Arlen
ting another mark as he pole
Bockhorn of Dayton, and his teammate Jack McCarthy. Wayne Stevens of Cincinnati, John Powell of
Miami and Frank Tartaron of the
NIT Champion Xavier Musketeers
also went to the Royals.

i Miami Players
Drafted By Pros

segalls

Across from
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Music Bulldlnij

Shirts of all kinds
washed and ironed
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All shirts individually wrapped in
cellophane

segalls

Wayne Embry of Miami was the
third round pick of the champion
St. Louis Hawks. Embry probably
will be used to spell former Falcon
Chuck Share at the pivot for the
Hawks. St. Louis also picked up
Ken Sidle of Ohio State on a later
round.
Boston drafted Jim Smith of
Steubenville who led his team to
the number one position among the
small colleges this year. Connie
Dierking of Cincinnati also went
to the Celtics.
Don Lane of Dayton went to
New York, while Frank Howard
of Ohio State, and now of the
Los Angeles Dodgers baseballers
was drafted by Philadelphia. Other
MAC players were Hal Greer of
Marshall to Syracuse and Ed Blair
of Western Michigan to Detroit.
Other top players drafted were
Elgin Baylor of Seattle to Minneapolis and John Cox of Kentucky to New York. Both boys are
only juniors. Other top names
were Vern Hatton of Kentucky to
Cincinnati, Guy Rodgers of Temple to Philadelphia, Pete Brennan
and Joe Quigg of North Carolina
to New York, Barney Cable of
Bradley and Ralp Crosswaite of
Western Kentucky to Detroit.

PETTPS
Alpine Village Restaurant
117 N. Main St.

Phone 30612

Offers you . . .

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

From 8 p.m. to 12 midnight

We Will Deliver...
Pizza, Spaghetti, Gondolas Free
with orory p>« order* given
Single orders carry a 25c delivery charge
With every 5th order 1 small ads* pixza will bo given
With oTory 10th order 1 medium size pizza will bo given

CALL 30512 FOR YOUR ORDER

The lives of two major figures
in the sporting world cam* to an
end this past week.
Tuesday night, Bucky O'Connor, head basketball coach at Iowa was killed instantly In a collision involving his university car
and a truck.
Friday, Herman Hichman, the
ex-football great and television
personality, died from a stomach
ulcer.
Wayne Embry, Miami's big center, reigned supreme at the Oxford Roundball Club dinner honoring Miami's basketball team.
The 6-8 senior was presented
a trophy designating him as the
Redskin's most valuable player.

• • •

FALCON rtrrTEH BOB COLBUMt p..par.. io hi. hi. ••rTa^Jo^Pon'cToi
Dayton In a natch h.ld on lb* ho—• courts last Friday.

The vacancy caused by the resignation of Floyd Stahl as head
basketball coach of Ohio State has
caused rumors to be renewed as
to whether Middletown Ohio's
star, Jerry Lurus, will enroll at
the Columbus school.
Lucus has reportedly stated that
he will go where his coach goes.

• • •

Spring Practice To End
With Intersquad Contest
When the lijrhts come on in the football stadium the nijrht
of May 7, the 1958 Falcon squad will enjrage in an intersquad
contest that should provide spectators with a preview of next
year's chances to capture the Mid-American Conference championship. At the same time some questions should be answered
for Coach Doyt Perry.
After a somewhat disappointing
season lost fall, Coach Perry hopes to step back in as the MAC
leader, and he thinks he has the
manpower to do it.
I.ettermen that Perry is particular going to miss are Karl Koepfer, Tim Murnen, and two quarter
Bowling Green's linksmen capbacks. Rill Lyons and Don Nehlen.
tured their third victory of the
However, additions from the freshseason Saturday, by edging out
man squad and the improvement a determined golf team from Eastof several reserves has made the
ern Michigan by a 9tt-8\i score.
future brighter.
The match was played on the tricOne of the biggest problems will
ky Bowling tireen Country Club
be to choose a quarterback from
course, which was unusually difthree candidates making a bid for
ficult to play because of strong
the job. Seniors Brian Lewis and
shifting winds and an unusual
Norm Salminen are conceded a coldness in the air.
chance to start, while Boh ColLow medalist for both teams
burn has good potential and may and again leading BG to victory
get the nod. For further support,
was lead-off man Gary Hallett
Coach Perry could move Dave with a fine round of 73. This is
McCain, an all-Ohio performer Hallett's last year with the golf
in high school, to the position.
team. For three consecutive years
he has been the most consistent
Dave Jeter has the inside track
and
steady golfer that ever hit
at left tackle but is receiving competition from Max Schindler and the links for the Falcons. Hallett
figured prominently on Coach Don
a promising freshman, Bob Bird.
Chuck Ramsey may hold down the Cunningham's 195G MAC chamleft guard, but Ron Isgro, an out- pionship team and is described by
standing freshman candidate, may this year's Coach Forrest Treason
as, "probably the best in the Ohio
step in.
area." Coach Creason also beJerry Roberta has more than
lieves that Hallett will be the man
a good chance to make the grade
to watch for medalist honors this
at left end. Jim Dreher has a grip
year
in the Ohio Inter Collegiate
on the center position and is backed up by Ron Williams. At right match, April 12.
Backing up Hallett with some
guard will probably be the Allfine rounds were Perry Lanning
Ohio selection last fall, l.:u ry Baker. Bob Zimpfer and Dave Rad- with a 76 and Jack Luedcmann
linski are competing for the right with 76. Dave Steinen, playing
tackle berth with Zempfer cur- in the second position, had some
difficulties, but managed to half
rently holding the edge.
the point total with his opponent.
At the right end spot will be
Dave had a round of 79. Concludthe competent Ray Reese, who
is playing baseball and is not out ing the Falcon scoring were Harold Warren with 80 and Jim Berfor spring grid drills.
nicke with 82.
So far this spring, Coach Perry
Eastern Michigan's first man,
has been especially pleased with
Baldy Jensen, fired a fine round
the work of his backficld. In part
of 76 but couldn't quite keep up
icular, the work of halfback Har- with Hallett's pace. Norv Schrock,
old Furcon has been outstanding. the number two man, fired a 79.
Fred Schmidt will give veteran
Bob Ramlow, currently on the
track squad, a determined scrap
for the left halfback slot
Fullback is a questionmark but
Jerry Dianiska may have the upperhand. Rob Reublin and Ron
The Falcon diamondmen lost
Worstell will give a lot of compettwo tough contests at the hands
ition for the position before anyof the Western Michigan Broncos
thing is settled.
over the weekend, 3-2 and 3-1.
Helping Coach Perry put his
Friday found Wade Diefenthalsplit-T offence together will be er at the mound for the Bowling
assistant coaches Bob Gibson,
Green nine. Wade pitched a good
Bruce Bellard, and Bob Dudley. game until the tenth inning when
Gibson handles the offensive linewith the score tied 2-2, one out
men, while Bellard watches over and the bases loaded he was rethe ends. Dudley is in charge of
leived by Joe Spano. Spano walked
the backs. A new face in the BowWM's Gessler to give the Broncos
ling Green football picture is Jack
their winning margin.
Fouts, formerly a coach at Dayton
Western Michigan's first two
Fairmont High School. He will
runs both came in the fifth inhandle the defensive line.
ning. Gresser started things out
Two rule changes will be diswith a single and was followed by
played in the contest, one-arm a single by Rumhor. Bob Mack
blocking on the line and running then hit a double, driving Gresser
the extra point.
in. Winegar also hit a double, a

Golfers Nip EM
For Third Win

Falcon Nine Beaten
Twice By Broncos

Timers Score 10-9 Win
The Timers, previously winless
in League II intramural softball,
eked out a 10-9 victory over the
Northwesters Thursday. Behind
the pitching of Jim Yeckloy, who
got stronger as the game progressed, and the potent bat of Bob
Daniels, who had a home ran and
three singles in four trips to the
plate, the Timers were able to
out-bludgeon their opponent! in
the seven-inning slugfest

high Texas-leaguer, driving Rumhor in before the side was retired.
The Falcons' two runs both came
in the seventh. Kuzma walked and
safe on an error. Dientsberger
was followed by Reese, who
then doubled scoring Kuzma.
Reese also scored on a fielders
choice.
Saturday, the Falcons connected for only one hit as they were
defeated, 3-1. The hit scored the
only run as Larry Geisler singled
Joe Podojil home from second
with a solid drive to right field.

Ohio University's annual GreenWhite intrasquad football game
ending spring practice was hold
Saturday afternoon.
The contest marked the first
official public showing of Rill
Hess's, the Bobcat coach, first
football team as a college mentor.
Hess took over the head job at
Ohio University January 9.
• e e
Speaking of intersquad games,
the Falcons will hold their annual
preview Wednesday night, May
7, in the Falcon stadium under
lights. The game will get under
way at 8:00 p.m.

The F«lcon»
match, 8-1.

the entire

Tho varsity discus record was
broken Saturday in the track meet
with Kent State.
Carroll Rine bettered the 146
foot mark that Stan Weber set
in 1949 with a toss of 150 ft,
1% inches.
A familiar figure around the
Falcon home track meets is Alva
Hachman. The Bowling Green lawyer and member of the BGSU
Hoard of Trustees haa been the
head finish judge for about the
past 30 years, according to Don
Cunningham, BG athletic publicity
director.
Andy Rajcsa, the Kent State
sophomore that won the two mile
run Saturday in the track meet
with a time of 10 minutes flat,
turned in a 9:50 performance the
week before in a meet with Ohio
University.
Andy also has turned in a
4:19.8 time for the mile run. He
(lid this in an indoor meet at
Madison Square Garden. His time
gavo him eighth place behind Villanova's Ron Delaney and other
name milers.

By Palm Beach

IVY CORD
SUITS

• • •

Bob Colburn followed Dick Abele's lead for marathon tennis
matches in the Dayton match Friday. Colburn and Ponce from Dayton played for two hours and
forty minutes. The scores of the
sets were 6-8, 12-10, and 6-1 in
favor of Colburn.

won

Wash & Wear Ivy Cord

29.95 & 39.95

Golf Driving Match
Planned For Sunday
An all-campus golf driving contest will be held next Sundny,
May 4, at 2 p.m. Anyone interested Is asked to report at the above
date and time to the caddy house
on the University golf course,
where intramural officials will
handle the entries.
All entrants will be allowed
three drives each which will be
measured individually. The best
of the three will be compared with
other entrants.
No member of this University's
freshman or varsity golf team
will he able to participate. Individuals having n varsity award for
golf at any university will be ineligahle.
An eight-inch trophy will be
awarded the winner, while the
runner-up will receive a small loving cup.

Top fashion on campus—famous Palm Beach Cord suits.
Look well dressed In a Ivy
Cord soli. Cool and comfortable to wear.
■k

*

*

Come In and Try on this
Top Fashion Suit.

Genuine

Palm Beach
Lay-A-Way or Charge

MOOT

ii

Ivy Green
Tan
Powder Blur
Navy Blue
Charcoal
All Ivy Colors

«TTE« TASTINO
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Dairy Queen" le the
modem refreehment for
today's healthy, active
people of all age*. Better
tasting Dairy Queen malta,
shakes, sundaes and other
taste treats are served to
you fresh from the freezer
for finer flavor. Made from
' pure, paateurized milk
Dairy Queen haa more
vitamins**, more bone*
building minerals and
muscle-toning proteins
than an equal serving of
ordinary ice cream. Few*
er calories mean it's less
fattening, too.
Come in today... and prom
that Dairy Queen IS bftUrt

DRIRV QUEEN
434 E. Wooster
Open 12 noon to 11 p.m.

dairy proOutU mad* only ta Dairy Quawi

Clubs And Meetings

ALL BET FOR th» commlng barracj* of spring (ormali li Robsrt Law 1MS
(right) of Phi Kappa Tau fratomlty. Lawless won first placs la Iho national Play
boy Formal Parly coatMl for Iho Phi Tau Playboy Formal hold In January. Joff
Osoff. sailor of Iho NEWS. U rsprsisnting Playboy magailno as ho prsssnts
Mm with a comploto Playboy by Aftor 81K Tuxsdo and matching lummor dlnnor
kicks*.

After The Shots-Africa
»r CAROL GEER
Ten shots, a new passport, final exams finished, and then
Chuck Smith is off for Africa.
Chuck, a member of United Christian Fellowship, is one
of 35 students from various colleges and universities in the
United States, who have been selected to act as unofficial ambassadors to Africa in an Africa Student Study-Work Camp
Project this summer (June 18 to
Sept 2).
This interracial, intcr-roliirious
Croup of students will spend three
weeks traveling through five African countries. The student* then
pick one country in Africa whore
they will spend the remainder of
the summer in a work camp project.
"The work camp is just what
the name implies," says Chuck,
"you work!" The physical lahor involved in a project (usually building a church) gives the students
a rhance to get a deeper impression of the people of the country.
Chuck stated that he felt that in
such a project one gains an appreciation and understanding of
other people by living, eating,
«nrking, and playing together.
Chuck has decided to spend his
time in Ghana. When asked why
he picked this particular country,
ho replied that since Ghana is a
Top Fashion On
new Negro republic and the real
Negro republic of Africa the imCampus
pressions gained there would bo
representative of the other countries; and finally, ho just wants
to sco what this new Negro republic is like.
Look well drrned with the
This won't be Chuck's first extop fashion on campus—
perience with work camps. He
IVY CORD. Handsome lookhas boon to Germany and Canada
ing- and cool!
in previous years. He said that
once he got involved in a project,
^ Powder Blue
he enjoyed it so much and learn* Tan
* Light Grey
ed so much that he just wanted to
go again and again.
Come In and try on a pair
The cost of the African Work
Camp Project will be $1660. Chuck
has already received a $650 scholarship. He plans to take slide
pictures and then give talks to
various church organizations when
»^.M»-. •».»
he returns in September, to pay
part of his expenses.

IVY CORD

4.95

NOW
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THEATRE im

PRICES
ADULTS
Me
JUNIORS
76e
CHILDREN
Uc
Box Office Opens
6:45 p.m.

Winner of 7 Academy Awards!

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents A SAM SPIEGEL PRODUCTION

WILLIAM HOLDEN
ALEC GUINNESS • JACK HAWKINS

- THE BRIDGE
OH THE RIVER KWAI

CINEMASCOPE • TECHNICOLOR*
•Its MSSUI HMNUUM • Mil U 00NAU • I
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BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
FEATURE TIME— 7:M and S:M P.M.
IMPORTANT! The Management rrapeetfnlly urges yon to see this
pjlctures from the beginning. To Inaare your complete enjoyment
of the power and scope of this unprecedented entertainment, nobody
will be seated daring the final 3« minatea.
Get more out of life—Go out to a movie!

BOWLING CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
The women's Bowling Club recently elected officers to serve
for the coming year. New officers
are Dorothy Swaino, president;
Claudette Anelich, secretary; and
Mary Ann Hummon, treasurer.
POSITIONS FILLED
"All appointive positions in
United Christian Fellowship for
next year have been filled," announced Denis Baum, president.
Those persons who have been
selected are: Mary Lou Reynolds,
campus affairs; Jean Merriman,
news letter; Norman Rees, coke
hours; Llbby Roof, deputations;
Peg Faze, drama; Chuck Tullose,
faculty relations; Jim Haskins,
house; Esther Scroggy, membership; Scott Cornelius, recreation;
Mary Jane Myrice, recorder; Phyllis Palmer, religion courses; Gwen
Barnes, search groups; Donna
Remy, Sunday evening program;
Gay Baldwin, service projects;
Dick Noblitt, worship service; Judy Davis and Audrey Doering, representatives to religious council.
UCF CHAIRMEN NAMED
Denis Baum, president of United Christian Fellowship, has been
named general chairman of Religious Emphasis Week by the University Religious Activities Committee. Gene Wilson has been
named assistant chairman.
Other students appointed to
REW Week positions include Pen
ny Tucker, executive secretary;
Helen Kane, publicity; Jon Daugherty, hospitality; Allan Adler, bull
sessions; John Blake, assemblies;
Barbara Topolski, seminars; Roger
Andrews, program; and Holly Nelson, historian.
APHIO BOOK STORE TO OPEN
The Alpha Phi Omoga used book
store will be open on Wednesday,
April 30, and Thursday, May 1,
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. for any
students who feel they have adjustments to be made. This will
absolutely be the last two days for
such matters.
DELTA PHI DELTA NEW MEMBERS
Delta Phi Delta, art honor society, inducted four new members
at a dinner on April 7 at the
Plantation Inn, according to Carl
D. Hall, faculty adviser to the
honor society.
Those inducted were Nancy
Clark, Joy Kchclbarger, Barbara
Fausey, and Jean Weihl. "The girls
were tapped for Delta Phi Delta
on March 28," Mr. Hall added,
"and were considered for membership after achieving high scholastic
standing in both art and other
subjects."
SIOMA ALPHA ETA MEETING HELD
Sigma Alpha Kta speech and
hearing national
honorary
society, held a meeting in the Gate
Theatre Sunday, April 27.
During the meeting films of the
John Tracey Clinic were shown.
This Clinic is noted for its cancer
t reatment.
According to Dee D'Zurik, Sigma
Alpha Eta president, two projects
are in the final stages. The society's newspaper, "Gamma Notes,"
will be ready for distribution May
16. This paper is for graduates so
that they may know what their
fellow graduates are doing.
Also in the final planning stage
is the annual career day for high
school seniors. This day is set aside
to show seniors the University
speech and hearing program and
the opportunities of a career in
this field.
FOUNDERS DAY MEETING
Alpha Xi Chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron, national home economics honorary, held its Founders
Day meeting recently.
Present at this celebration were
active members, new initiates, two
of the chapter's alumni who arc
now living in Bowling Green—
Mrs. Mary Lou Wagner and Mrs.
Etta Richards, and the chapter adviser, Miss Laura Heston.
Mrs. Richards and Mrs. Wagner
each gave a brief talk on the history of Phi Upsilon Omicron.
Chapter members also served as
ushers at the Toledo Home Economics Career Day <.s their chapter project for this year.
Ten new members initiated into
the honorary April 26 are: Marlenc Wilkens, Ann Browder, Judy
Gisler, Shirley Immel, Carole Nutt,
Carol Patterson, Virginia Roller,
Gloria Schneider, Mary Ann Sockrider, and Sandra Wiseman.
BOOKS AND COFFEE
Dr. Howard O. Brogan, chairman of the English department,
will lead a discussion concerning
"Satire on Women," at Books and
Coffee hour at 3:30 p.m., Wednesday, April 30.
The Alumni Room of the University Union will be the meeting
place.
Those who think of themselves
as female-haters are invited to attend the discussion which should
prove quite entertaining, aaid Ann
Livingston, secretary.
CHEM JOURNAL CLUB TO MEET
Dr. George S. John, research
staff member of the Standard Oil
Company, will lecture at the meeting of the Chemical Journal Club
tomorrow evening at 7:80 in 140
Overman Hall. Dr. John's subject

will be "Physiochemical Studies
of Molybdena Reforming Catalysts."
Dr. John is a group leader in
fundamental research in hetrogeneous catalysis at the Whiting
Research Laboratory of Standard
Oil. He has been associated with
various phases of the Atomic Energy Project and has been a member of the research staff of Standard Oil since 1960.
On Thursday, Dr. John will hold
an informal conference in 140
Overman Hall and will discuss
"New Horizons in Pertroleum Research." After the presentation
there will be a question and answer session.
ACCOUNTING CLUB TO DISCUSS
The Cleveland office of Arthur
Anderson and Company will be
host to the University Accounting
Club, Thursday, May 1.
Mr. Marvin Johnson, partner in
charge of the office, will welcome
the members with a brief discussion of the services rendered by
the company. His discussion will
cover areas of accounting such as:
comparision of the Certified Public
Accountants profession with other
"mangement consultants" and the
importance of continuing service
as an integral part of audit responsibilities.
Various functions of the commercial audit department, utility
audit department, tax department
and administrative services will
also be presented.
A tour of the firm will follow
the morning discussions. This tour
will include a training film presentation and a general discussion
period conducted in two groups.
The group will lunch at the
Ranch Room of the Cleveland
Athletic Club.
Case studies covering actual experience, duties of a recent University graduate, defense contracts, purchase investigations, interesting audits and tax problems
will close the program.
GAMMA DELTA CONFAB ATTENDED
Six members of Gamma Delta,
organization for University students of Lutheran preference, attended the annual Gamma Delta
Regional Convention held at Western Michigan Sunday, reported
Ken Dawson, newly elected president of the group.
OMEGA PHI ALPHA TO MEET
Establishment of Omega Phi
Alpha, women's service sorority,
as a national will be discussed at
the 6:46 p.m. meeting Wednesday.
April ,10, in Studio II, Practical
Art - Kltlg.
RHO SIGMA MU INITIATES
Outstanding senior and outstanding newcomer in radio were
chosen at the April 2,1 initiation
of Rho Sigma Mu, honorary radio
organization, announced George
Dunster, president. The winners
will be announced at the spring
speech dessert.
Seven persons were initiated
at the 11 p.m. ceremony held in
the studios of WBGU. New members are: David Riggs, Thelma
Madden, Howard Baker, David
Mertz, Richard Howe, Patricia
Rodgers, and Lloyd Reynolds.
Other officers of Rho Sigma
Mu are: Mahlon Rouch, vice president; and Joseph Gall, secretary
treasurer. Sidney C. Stone, director of WBGU, is adviser to the
group.
MATH HONORARY TO INITIATE
Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary
society in mathematics, will initiate seven new members at a banquet in the Ohio Room of the
University Union Wednesday, April 30, at 5:30 p.m.
The new members, according to
Ross Cornell, president, are: Robert Ruckley, Jeanne Carlson,
Douglas Cornell, Lowdell Jacobs,
Paul Moore, Elizabeth Moorhead,
and David Weisberger.
OUTING CLUB TO HOLD COOK OUT
The women's Outing Club will
hold a dawn-to-dusk hike and cookout, Saturday, May 17, at Oak
Openings. The group is planning
a 15-mile hike and a cook-out dinner, announced Audrey Foerste,
president.
PEM CLUB INSTALLS OFFICERS
Carolyn Rasmus was installed
as president of the women's Physical Education Majors Club at an
installation — marshmellow roast
sponsored by the freshmen PEM
Club members Monday, April 28,
at Urschel Pond. Other officers
installed at this time were Carol
Sue Jones, vice president; Judy
Cronk, secretary; and Terry Curran, treasurer.

Wanted/ Senior Girls
Senior girls interested in airline
hostess work with Trans-World
Air Lines should see Mr. Galloway
in the Placement Office.
The qualifications for a hostess
an: 6 ft. 2 in. to 6 ft. 8 in. in
height; 20 to 27 years of ace;
single; pass a rigid physical examination; have clear skin; and
weight must be in proportion to
height.
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Photos by Warunn
UP AND OVER th« parallel bora CJOM on* of ths Unirsrslty's physical sdacaHon ma)or«. as thsy aW* a dtmonstratkm of skill far ths 400 high school WOBM
who attsndod ths Annual Northwosl Ohio High School Sports Day. hold hara
Saturday. Ths program Is sponsored by ths womon's physical sducatlon dsparl
merit, and fsalursd: inter-school competition, demonstration, of skill; a dance symposium, and a demonstration of synchroniied swimming by members of the
Swan Club.

Pins To Pans
Pinned

Peggy Droschsel, Chi Omega to
George Miller, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Kathy Waite, Chi Omega, to
Don Doehert, Alpha Tau Omega;
Carolyn Collins, Chi O, to Max
Williamson, ATO; Sue Sweeney,
Chi O pledge, to Dick Leuhrs,
Kappa Sigma; Judy Dannly, Chi
O pledge, to Tom Mnine, Phi Delta
Theta; Corky Shotka, Alpha Xi
11.-!la, to Del Tonguette, ATO;
Carolyn Tille, Harmon, to John
Brooks, Tau Kappa Epsilon. Ohio
University; Peg Faze, Alpha Phi,
to Bob Winter, Omicron Kappa
Epsilon, Hope College, Michigan;
Man-in Pickles, Toledo Hospital of
Nursing, to Larry Morrison, Phi
Kappa Tau; Jean Lurch, Delta
Gamma pledge, to George McCourt,
Phi Tau; Ann Hofstatter, Alpha
Chi Omega, Mount Union College
alum, to Reginald Fowkes, Phi
Tau; and Virginia Spencer, Alpha
Delta Pi, to Jim Mental!, Theta
Chi, Case Institute of Technology.
Enqaq.d

Jane Roney, ADPi, to Bob Starkweather, Phi Tau; Donnagene
Radcrtschcr, AChiO, to Jim Quivey,
Delta Upsilon; Barbara Coy, Alpha
Phi alum, to Bob Tucker, Boston,
Mass.; Mary Ann Sockrider, Alpha
Xi, to Jim Wilkans, Phi Delt
pledge; Nancy Ford, Alpha Xi
alum, to Ron Crowell, Maumec.

2 Dorms Hold Mixer
A mixer for the residents of
Prout and Rodgers dormitories
was held last Friday, April 25, in
the Prout Lounge.
The get-together lasted from
8:30 to 11:30. The residents were
all dressed in casual clothes ranging from crew-neck sweaters to
Bermuda Shorts.

Mooney Hall Plans
Mothers Week End
The week end of May 3 and 4
has been named Mothers' Week
Knd by the residents of Mooney
Hall.
A tour of the University Union
at 8 p.m. Saturday, May 11, will be
the first item on the week-end
agenda. This will be followed by
entertainment and refreshments
in the activities room of Found
crs at 10 p.m.
Nanette Hovis, entertainment
committee chairman, reported that
the Mooney May Sing Chorus will
conduct its dress rehearsal at this
time for the mothers.
The mothers will spend the evening in the dormitory. The women
are going to sleep on the floor
so that "mom" can have a bed.
Brunch will be served at l»:30
a.m. Sunday in the west lounge
of Founders. Counselors Margery
Zander, Helen Stoner, Jackie
Blough, Lonnie Bleeks, and Rosalie Shaffer are in charge of arrangements for the brunch.
The mothers will attend church
with their daughters and will conclude the week end by attending
a Sunday dinner in Founders' dining hall. Gay Orthoefer is chairman for the dinner.

THE HAT BOX
113 LIBERTY STREET
2 Blacks North o| Post Office

lor
WEDDING GOWNS
BRIDESMAIDS' DRESSES
and HATS
WEDDING VEILS
Call MISS lor appolnlm.nl

segalls
Acrose from new Music Building

Don't Carry Home Your
Winter Clothes
All your winter woolens are safely
stored with us
THAT'S OUR BOX STORAGE PLAN
We supply you with a spacious HAMPERETTE
BOX which you cram FULL of all your woolens.
Then return the packed box to us and for
ONE LOW PRICE the entire box-full will
be safely STORED, INSURED, PROTECTED against FIRE, THEFT, MOTHS.
In the Fall everything will be returned
CLEANED and FRESHLY PRESSED
at our REGULAR CLEANING
RATES.

$1.95
segalls
Across from new Music Building
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Result Of Elizabeth Cobb's Efforts
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Parry and Croqhan Rooms,
Um.ar.lty Union
Tau Bola Sigma. Maatinq Parry and Croqhan Rooau. University Union
Friday. May t
CCF Prayer Meeting
Rlqht Ante Room. Proul Chapel
CCF Prayer Maatinq
Bight Ante-Room, Prout Chapel
CCF Meeting
Wayne and Harrison Rooau. University Union
Campus Movie. "Strong* r on a Train." and
Main Aud.
"Teahouee of the August Hoom." 1:40 p.m.
Prout Chapel
Jewish Conqreqatlon Meeting
...Gale Theatre Aud.
One-Act Plays
—, .., .,■
Hall of Music Aud.
Norene Palm Recital
Grand Ballroom,
Rodqers Quadrangle Closed Formal Dane*
Onlveralry Union
Alpha Kappa Omega All Campus Dance
Women's Gym [SI
Chi Onseqa Closed Formal Dance
Flndlay Country Club
Williams Hall Closed Formal Dance
.. Dogwood suite (P and W),
Sigma Alpha Epeilon Closed Formal Dane*
Alumni Room.
University Union
Saturday, May 3
Sigma Phi Epsilon Parents' Week End
Phi Kappa Closed Dawn Dance
Elementary Gym
CCF Prayer Meeting
Bight Ante Room. Proul Chapel
Delia Upsllon Marathon Bike Rac*
CCF Prayer Meeting
Rlqht Ante-Room. Prout Chapel
Delta Gamma Banquet and Closed Formal Dance
Defiance Country
Club
Delta lela Closed Formal Dane*
Ohio Suite and Historical Suite.
University Union
Campus Movie, 'Teahouse of the August Moon."
and ''Stranqer on a Train," at 9:05
Main Aud.
Alpha Delta Pi Closed Formal Dance Alumni Room. University Union
Dogwood Suite.
Comma Phi Beia Closed Formal Dance
University Union
Grand Ballroom
Harmon Ha'1 Closed Formal Dance
University Union
Old Nest. Portage. Ohio
Alpha Phi Closed Foimal Dane*
Sunday. May 1
Sigma Phi Epsilon Parents' Week End
Proul Chapel
Gamma Delta Student Services
Alpha Tau Omeqa Parents' Day Luncheon Dogwood Suite (P and W),
University Union
Beta Alpha Psl Banquet
Historical Suite, University Union
Ohio Suite (C and R). University Union
UCF Meeting
Meeting
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Lutheran Student Associalto
Grand Ballroom, University Union
AWS May Slnq
HaU o| Music Aud.
Chamber Music THo
Monday. May 5
Rlqht Ante Boom. Prout Chapel
CCF Prayer Meetinq
Studio B. Practical Arts Bldq.
UCF Reliqlon Cour**
Proul Chapel
CCF Meetinq
Women's Bldq.
Co Ed Archery Club
Women's Bldq.
Women's Inlramurals
Rlqht
Ante-Room.
Prout Chapel
CCF Prayer Meetinq
Ohio Room {CK University Union
Newman Club Reliqlon Class
Croqhan Room. University Union
UCF Meetinq
Society (or the Advancement o| Manaqement
Banquet
Dogwood Room <P), University Union
Women's Intramurals
Women's Bldq.
Sailing Club Meetinq
Harrison and Wayne Rooms, University Union
Gamma Delta Communion Vesper
Prout Chapel
Kappa Mu Epeilon Help Session
SOS Administration Bldq.

By DAVE kUGOS
Wanted: Consulting decorator for the new University
Union. To anyone not familiar with the beautiful interior
decorations that make the Union "homey", this probably does
not sound like much of a job. But to those who have seen Mrs.
Elizabeth Cobb busily scurrying around the Union assisting,
purchasing, planning, discussing problems and attending to
countless other jobs, consulting
«....,
_
, „ , , #
She studied at Parson s School of
decorator means hard work and an
Fine and Applied Arta and then
abundance of talent.
wont to Parson's in Paris for more
Mrs. Cobb began work as constudy of interior decorating:. Since
sulting decorator for the Union
then she has worked in and been
last November. Since then she
manager of some of the best inhas made many trips to Cleveland,
terior decorating departments, anColumbus, Chicago and a number
tique shops and gift departments
of other cities to purchase the
in the country.
decorative items that add that
Before coming to
Bowling
"something extra special" to the
Green, Mrs. Cohb was "stationed"
Union. She purat Fort Bragg, North Carolina
chased such itwith her husband. Col. Farrar M.
ems as draperCobb. Col. and Mrs. Cobb have
ies- 1,948 yards
spent most of their time in the
of them, ash
service in the South, except for
trays — nearly
five years spent in Honolulu.
BOO, coat hangers — 2,000 of
While at Fort Hragg, Mrs. Cobb
them, waste
supervised all official parties, decbaskets — num
orating and landscaping at the
bering
nearly
Officer's Club.
100, and enough
Found: A consulting decorator
china, complete
for the new University Union—
COBB
with the Union
one who has done an excellent job
crest, to serve over 1.400 persons.
-Mrs. Elizabeth Cobb by name.
Probably the heaviest single
purchase made by Mrs. Cobb was
the enormous draperies that hang
in the Grand Ballroom. These draperies are 18 feet high and 51
feet wide, and when delivered,
they weighed I'M pounds.
The job which was most troubSlated to appear on television
lesome was trying to find a tablestation VVH10 in Dayton Satur
cloth large enough to cover the
day, May 17, are the Four Sighs,
huge dining table in the Univerthe University's newest quartet.
sity Suite. The cloth had to cover
The quartet is composed of
an area 21! feet long and 5 feet
Jerry Ammons, Floyd Figgins, Joe
0 inches wide. The tablecloth had
Cloutier, and Mark Deerwcster.
to be made to order in three secOeerwcster is a pledge of Phi Kaptions because a single tablecloth
pa I'si fraternity, while the others
of those dimensions could not be
are active members. Ammons, Figlaundered.
gins, and Cloutier started singing popular songs together as a
Mrs. Cobb was born in St Louis
part of the rush program last
and grew up in New York and
February. Shortly after pledging
Boston. She attended finishing
Deerwester added his tenor voice
school at Rodgcrs Hall near the
to the trio to complete the quarlatter city. She has ample qualifitet.
cations for her present position.

Sighs' Slated
For TV Show

The following is a list of companies who are interested in students for Hummer job opportunities.
Kimberly - Clark Corporation,
Meenah, Wis. Writes Harry D.
Gates, personnel supervisor. Juniors interested in sales.
The Tavelera Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn. Write: S. T.
Tooker, second-vice-president, Personnel Department. Senior men interestil in careers in insurance.
I.ibbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 608 Madison Ave., Toledo.
Write: B. R. Londeree, salary and
wage administrator. Juniors interested in physics, chemistry, and
mathematics.
Hess A Clark, Inc., Ashland.
Write: Donald Duncan, personnel
director. Juniors interested in marketing, and accounting.
Kastman Kodak Company, Flndlay. Wite: James Maurer. Intorestei- in freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, and faculty members for
work in processing laboratory.
U.S. General Accounting Office,
Regional Office, Cleveland. Write:
M. R. Reeman. Interested in one
junior accountant.
Owens-Illinois, Toledo. Chemists
and physicists, write: H. F. Zinc;
junior
accountants and sales,
write: Krnest Marks.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory of the University of California, Los Alamos, N.M. Juniors
interested in chemistry and physics.
Woodward & Lothrop, Washington 13, D.C. Write: Mrs. Jean II.
Sisco, personnel director. Juniors
interested in retailing as a career.
Occidenta Life Insurance Company, I .us AngelcB, Calif. Write:
W. B. Stannard, vice-president. For
any student interested in insurance
as a career.

The annual wind nnd percussion
student recital was held April 24,
in the recital room of the Hall
of Music. Conductors for the performance were Roy J. Weger, director of bands, and David (tlasmire, instructor of large brass
instruments.
Mr. Wtgtr dirt'i-ted the numbers
by the woodwind and percussion
instruments. The woodwind choir
played the first movement of "Divertissement" by Kmile Bernard.
Numbers played by the woodwind quintet included "Passacaille" by Ha r the, and Cerald Hartley's "I>ivcrlissement for Quintets." Rudolph Granx*l "Percussional Melee" was performed by
the percussion ensemble.
The brass ensemble and trombone quartet was conducted by
Mr. (ilasmire. The trombone quartet played three chorals by Bach,
"Klcgic Hcroiquc" by Koepke,
"Choral" by Defay, and "Scherzo
and Dirge" by Robert Sanders.
The numbers by the brass ensemble were "Fanfare and Chorus" by Buxthude, "Voluntary on
One llundreth Song" by Purcell.
"Concert Piece" by Samuel Adler,
nnd "Sonata No. IB" by Reiche.

Swim Wear
only at

MAX GRAEBER
2.95 to 5.95
Complete selection of JANT/IN swim wear for more fun
In the sun. You will look your
best In .1 w l/l s swim wear—
always the fashion leader.
We can order ladles swim
wear to match the mriw.
Wear Jantxen—Top Fashion

iclders!

NODJA Confab Set For Friday;
900 Students Expected To Attend
Seventy schools will be represented at the annual High
School Journalism Convention sponsored by the Northwestern
Ohio District Journalism Association to be held at the University, Friday, May 2. Approximately 900 students and 80 advisers will attend, stated Donald C. Peterson, convention chairman. Peterson is The B-G NEWS and KEY adviser and instructor in journalism.
Prof. John V. Field, director of
the Michigan Inter-scholastic
Press Association, will Rive the
keynote address in the main Auditorium of the Administration
Bldgr. His topic is "Sputnik and
the School Press."
Thirty senior Army
ROTC
Those attending the convention
Cadets have received orders for
will go to sectional meetings at
active duty as second lieutenants.
11 a.m. University students leadTheir first duty stations all will
ing section discussions will be Jefbe
at basic branch schools. This is
fery Osoff, editor of The BG News,
the culmination of the four year
Ronald Supinski, Albert Goldberg,
ROTC course offered here at the
Robert Starkweather, Raymond
University. Of the 80 cadets, three
Dangel, Nancy Harrington and
will receive Regular Army ComHarilynann Wonfor. co-editors of
missions, 14 will receive two years
The Key; and Ann Blackmar, ediactive duty, and 18 will be called
tor of the 1957 Key. Other secto active duty for six months
tions will be lead by high school
training.
amd college yearbook advisers.
A special section meeting for ad-'
Cadets with their first duty stavisers will be held on "Careers
tion and reporting date are: Fort
and Communications."
Benning: Robert Carlson, March
8, 1969; Larry Critea, July 13;
A panel of judges will rate each
Dale Christensen, Jan. 3, 1969;
high school paper and present a
trophy to the top newspaper in
George Hammond, July 27; Richthe both the printed and mimeoard Kneiss, Oct. 12; John Luedegraphed classification. A trophy
mann, Sept. 7; Gregory Mee, Aug.
will also be awarded to the paper
16; Larry Morrison, May 8, 1969;
with the best duplicating process.
Robert Thompson, Oct. 6; and
Priies will be given to the winRichard Winder, Jr., Aug. 17.
ners of the writing contest in
Fort Bliss: James Bachman, Feb.
these divisions: best news, feature,
3, 1969; Marvin Bihn, Nov. 11; Wiland sports stories, best column
liam Brannan, March 17, 1969;
and editorial, and best photo.
Hugh Miller, Nov. 6; Frank RoThe high school students will
maker, Jan. 13, 1969; Gary Schlenk,
attend a luncheon in the Grand
Aug. 19; John Sebo, Nov. 12; DonBallroom of the University Union.
ald Wangler, July 22; and David
The advisers' luncheon will be
Wink, Sept. 80.
served in the Alumni Room.
Fort Sill: Roger Sellers, Oct.
26; and Ronald Tateman, Jan. 26,
Final Times Announced 19S9.
Fort Gordon: E. James Hopple,
Sept. 13; and John Thompson, June
For Polio Inoculations
Final announcement for the 20, 1959.
Fort Benjamin Harrison: Dean
polio vaccine clinics to be held
Wednesday, April 30 and Thurs- Matheney, May 6, 1969; and Donald Wilson, Jan. 12, 1969.
day, May 1 at Johnson Hospital is
being made by Dr. John H. Marsh,
Fort Belvior: Donald Charlton,
director of the University Health June 23, 1959.
Fort Eustis: Gerald Hackett,
The hospital staff will admini- Jan. 6, 1969.
ster first, second, and third shots
Aberdeen Proving Ground: Edto all students who sign up with ward Hora, Oct. 6.
the head resident of their housing
Fort George G. Heads: John
unit prior to the dates of the clinics. All three vaccine injections will Michael, June 80, 1959.
Fort Monrouth: Stuart Howes,
be given during the 7 to 9 p.m.
July 28.
scheduled time.

Firms Announce
Summer Work

Special Recital Held
By Instrumentalists

WHAT It A PIO COCTOtJ

30 ROTC Seniors
Given Assignments
For Active Service

WILLIAM Will*.
U SALII COLLItl

Squtaltr Htaltr

WHAT'S AN OUTACU H A
CIOSS-COUNTSY IACI7

DAVIS IAIA1IALI,
■ SOWN

HarrUr Barritr

WHAT B A FLAMOTTOMI0 CANOO

IN THE TWENTIES, up-to-date college
gala wore raccoon coats, danced the
Charleston and smoked Luckies.
What's the rage on campus today?
Raccoon coats. The Charleston. And
Luckies! The conclusions are obvious.
1. Luckies were tops for taste in the
Twenties and still are. 2. Smart smokers
knew it and still do. So any gal who
takes Luckies to a Roaring 20's partyis a Dapper Flapper! And by George,
the boy friend who sports 'em, too, is
a Couth Youth! Prediction: In the
1980's, raccoon coats, the Charleston
and light, good-tasting tobacco will
still be in style!
WHAT IS A SOXMO AtMAf

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

JOTF
■»«» IW,

sw^^nsk

»fw' ^*
Daft Craft

U. OF CMICAAO

WHAT AM A COMBMAN-t W*T»$7

ROIEBT lUDHITT.

mu

rtfMSiU

WHAT AM MM* TMs MAM Of?

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money
—start Stickling! We'll pay $26 for every Stickler we
print—and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) dend your Sticklers with
your name, address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky. Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
WHAT AM IMFOUtl O*0*M

^^SS*.

liysr

VkcVsvSi!1*?

LIONABD

in-

Laugh Staff

U. Or" MISSOURI

LIGHT UP A
•>a.r.«M

DAVID FAimit.
s. or roiTUHS

Limber Timbtr

Rud4 Brood

t SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY1
Product of <A% Jbnlitan ,/a^iteo-^yutn^-•X^utxriiour middUnem

Women Are Cause
Of High Insurance
Rates For Everyone
IT

arnold

HAY DANQEL

Men, did you ever gripe at
the hijrh cost of Insurance?
Did you ever try to find out
why the rates aren't lower?
Well, I did, and the answer
is so simple it's ridiculous.
Women are behind this costly plot
to empty our wallet*. That's right,
men—the ladies are the cause of
it all.
Statistics in any library will
verify that, on the whole, men
don't live as long as women. Various reasons have been trumped
up to explain the five to ten year
difference in the life expectancies
of the two sexes. Some of these
alibis have been: women do less
physical labor; men arc subject
to more mental strain; women
(by remaining in the home much
of their lives) are less exposed to
contagious diseases; men don't
know how to eat and sleep properly, etc.
Eureka! Here is the cause, the
effect, and the solution. The cause.
Women nre perpetual "string-savers." Now this In itself would cause
little harm. Hut, in addition to
string, these sentimental creatures maintain great caches of birthday cards, dance programs, photographs, withered roses, bits of
bright ribbon, newspaper articles,
and love letters. As If all this
weren't enough, women also create a nest egg composed of pencil stubs, bobby pins, empty medicine bottles, thumb tacks, odd
buttons, half-filled diaries, and
used bus tickets. I admire their
tenacity in clinging to these items.
Whenever men try to burn any
of the blamed moss, they get shouted down.
The effect: We men move from
babyhood to maturity in constant
and growing awe of the responsibility of raring for the abovelisted expanding accumulation.
The thought comes horribly to us
at last—someday we might own
it! It's simply too much for the
average man to bear. And so, as
insurance statistics will prove, he
takes the only other alternative,
and goes to the grave before his
wife can do so and pass him the
deed to her abominable collection.
The solution; Men, this is the
hard part. Hut if we want lower
Insurance rates, we must band
together in a single bold front.
We must stop dying early to escape our marital responsibilities.
We must cure women of "collccti
vitis." Then, and only then, will
our rates drop and our wallets get
fatter. Are you with me, men? Or
are you rich?

2 Faculty Members
Perform At Recital
Joseph llimmcl, baritone, and
Fred Young, clarinetist, were featured in a faculty recital at S:1B
p.m., Sundny, April 27, in the
recital hall.
llimmcl was accompanied at the
piano by Mrs. Helm l.akofsky, and
Jerry Brainhlett was accompanist
foi Young.
The first part of the program
consisted of vocal solos by llimmcl including, "Se l.'Aum Spira."
by Krcscobalbi; "Toglictmi La Vita Ancor." by Scarlatti; "O l>olehissima Steranxa," by Scarlatti;
and "N'on So Se Sia I.e Spema,"
by Handel.
Next the audience heard "Sonata In K Minor," by Krabms,
played on the clarinet by Young
followed by llimmcl singing "Five
Songs," from "Opus 2.1," by Kil-

pinen.
The fourth part of the program
was opened with "Introduction Kt
Rondo," by Widore, played by
Young. He then played "three
Pieces For A Clarinet Solo," by
Stravinsky.
The program was closed with
"Five Songs," by Gurncy, sung by
llimmcl.

Well Staffed Universities Developing
Upper Crust Of Russian Education
By WILLIAM W. MICKMAN

INS—How well trained is
the upper crust of Soviet Education? A visit to Moscow
State University provided me
with some clear ideas on this
important subject.
The University has some buildings in downtown Moscow, but its
main center of attraction is the
skyscraper on Lenin Hills on the
outskirts of the city. This structure, built in 1053, houses six
faculties
or
departments
of
science: geology, geography, mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology and soils. About half of
the science students live in the
dormitories. Apartmenta arc available for the professors.
The total enrollment of the
University is 30,000 students, almost evenly divided between the
sexes, and they are taught by a
staff of !>00. About 80 per cent
of the students get funds or stipends of 300 to 500 rubles a month
($75 to SI25 at the official ex
change rate) to make it possible
for them to carry on their studies.
The physical appearance of the
tremendous science building on
Lenin Hills is very impressive.
It has large lecture halls, a 2,000seat assembly hall for academic
ceremonies and for concerts, a
student theater, five gymnasiums,
swimming pools, 1,701) laboratories,
many
large
and
small
libraries, and other conveniences
for professors and students.
Prof. Herald Read of Kent State
University in Ohio and I were
met at the main cntrnnre by two
student guides who cleared our
admission to the building wit'i a
woman guard.
The guides escorted Prof. Head
and me to the office of Dr. Kur.ma
I. Ivanov, one of the four pro
rectors (vice-presidents) of the
university. According to this authority, the basic aim of all Soviet
Universities is to train well-educated, cultured specialists in all
fields for the benefit of the Soviet
Union. We discussed the process
of competition by which the Uni
vcrsity select* its professors. Vacancies are announced in the press
and professors apply. No one gets
a permanent appointment until
he completes a five-year trial period. The rector (president) is appointed by the minister of higher
education of the USSR.
I asked him for a catalogue
of the University. "We don't have
any; wc don't need any advertis
ing," was his reply. I then inquired in Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard,
and the sorbonne of Paris needed
advertising. "Of course not," he
said. "Then why do they publish
catalogues?" He shrugged his
shoulders. However, he was good
enough to send me a beautiful two
volume history of the University
of Moscow.
After visiting the University,
1 was convinced that the Soviet
Union was dead serious about
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higher education. It may cut corners and save money in other directions, but it pours funds lavishly into its universities.

understand the language, but he
cannot converse. No one of the
administrative staff could speak
a foreign language.

During my stay In Soviet Russia, it was impossible to see all
types of professional schools. However, we did manage to spend much
time in two teachers' colleges.
As we entered the Lenin Pedagogical Institute in Moscow, we
were greeted by huge statues of
Lenin and Stalin, as well as by
banners commemorating the fortieth anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution. This institution
trains teachers for the elementary
grsdes and instructors for the lower teachers' institutes (tcchnikums).
It has 4,00(1 students, 00 per
cent of whom are young women.
These young women were seriouslooking, plainly dressed, without
makeup.
The dean of the faculty of Pedagogy, Prof. Alexander Stepanov, showed us the school's facilities and answered our questions
about the program. The basic core
of required reading for nil future
teachers is the writings by Marx,
Lenin, Stalin, and other "educators." Prof. Stcpanov once studied
German and can still read and

In the vast Lenin auditorium,
with quotations by Lenin and Stalin on the walls, an instructor was
lecturing to a first-year class on
the history of the Communist Party. He spoke slowly and clearly,
and looked directly at his audience. The students, among whom
were some asiatics, wrote down
his words with the greatest of care
and kept their eyes glued to their
notebooks. There was no distraction, not even the foreign visitors.
We also visited the Hcrr.cn Pedagogical Institute of Leningrad,
which has 6,000 regular students,
10,000 correspondence and evening
students. Fortunately, we had
enough time to see the school and
to discuss problems with Prof.
Alexander (I. Ycgorov, the Deputy
director, and two of his professors.
We learned a good deal about
anil from each other. The Soviet
pedagogues often mentioned Lcninest political ideas even though
the discussion was on what we
considered educationnl questions.
This made a real exchange of ideas
more difficult than with non-communist educators.

Student Court Fines 24 Violators
Harvey Ribicoff's charge of
guilt for his third offense headed
the Student Court docket Wednesday, April 23. For the third parking offense, he was fined 910,
which was suspended, and his car
was suspended, for two weeks.
Richard Novak and Vernon
Veeder, second parking offenders,
were fined $3 each and their cars
were suspended for one week. Two
other second offenders, Norbert
Hagg, and John Dring were fined
(3 and must attend three consecutive court sessions.
Dsniel Osborn was found guilty
of his second non-registration
charge and consequently must
leave his car at home for the remainder of the semester.
Found guilty In absentia were
Richard Rice and Frank Chamberlain for their first offense, and
Lynn Crim for his third parking
offense. The first offenders were
fined $1 each, while Crim was
fined S.'i and his car was suspended for one week.
In last week's court session,
fifteen students appeared to enter

a plea of guilty to their parking
tickets.

Weber To Attend Meet

Candidates, nominated by the
sororities and womens' residence
halls, include: Barbara Mellon,
Bobbie Stupplc, Beverly Wehr,
Janice Scmer, Ann Yunger, Beth
Adams, Jan Ayers, Rosalind Cedoz. Gay Evans, Pat Fose, Dorothy
Tucker, Del Gerlock, Esther Hendex, Charlenc Rehfeldt, Saralynn
Miller, Sharon Cochard, Mimi
Mills.

Dr. Martha (icsllng Weber, professor of education, will attend
the tenth annual Reading Conference, sponsored by the Reading
Improvement Service, to be held
at Western Reserve University,
May 2-4. The theme of the conference will be "Television and
Reading."

Two second offenders, Ronald
Harmon and Jack Richie, were
fined $3 and their cars were suspended for one week. Those admitting guilt to their first offense
and paying a fine of $1 each were
Wayne Ward, Roger Graves, Ronald Evans, Robert Roth, Rozella
Van Tassel, John Dangel, James
Pollock, Daryl Wolfe, Frederic
Stumpo, Paul Bennett, Esther Gibson, Robert Cummere, and Harold
Wassink.

Chariot Race, Dance
Scheduled For May 10
The annual Kappa Sigma Chariot Race and Toga Dance has been
scheduled for Saturday, May 10,
Chariot Race chairman Don Newa
has announced.
Seventeen candidates for Venus
Queen, to reign over the traditional festivities, were entertained at
the Kappa Sigma house Tuesday,
April 22.
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